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INT EG RAT I N G ESG
IN P R I VAT E EQUI TY
A GUIDE FOR GENERAL PARTNERS
PRACTICAL GUIDANCE AND INSIGHT

To enable GPs to develop a framework for the integration of Environmental
Social and Governance (ESG) factors in their investment activities, linking this to
organisational governance, structure and culture.
To enable LPs to understand the different ESG integration practices being
implemented in the market, which will in turn facilitate a more informed
discussion with their GPs during both fund selection and monitoring.

WHY DOES THIS MATTER?
social media). The risk of reputational damage and the
potential for financial damage through a high profile
ESG-related incident is also a driver for LPs to expect
their GPs to effectively manage ESG risks and for GPs to
manage their ESG risks to prevent such outcomes.

Private Equity (PE) is particularly suited to responsible
investment through its long-term investment horizon and
stewardship-based style. A number of developments are
driving interest in this area from the PE industry:
■■

■■

■■
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Risks and opportunities - a growing number of
investors believe Environmental Social and Governance
(ESG) developments can and do play a significant role in
the long-term performance of investments.1 Historically,
an integral part of the General Partner’s (GP) role has
been to manage ESG risks through the mitigation of
operational risks and the consideration of liability costs.
In recent years, the sector has become more active in
identifying and managing ESG opportunities, sometimes
by turning risk into opportunity.
Limited Partner (LP) expectations - LPs are
increasingly asking GPs to demonstrate they have
a structured approach to managing ESG risks and
opportunities.2 This has prompted many GPs to set
up ESG programmes to more effectively manage ESG
issues upon acquisition and at the portfolio level.
License to operate - another notable development
is the increased demand for public accountability
fuelled by the rise of instant global communication (i.e.

■■

Regulation and investor-led initiatives – While
regulation is another key driver, its impact is dependent
on the region to which it is applied. For instance, in
France Article 225 of the Loi Grenelle II stipulates that
companies of a certain size (>500 employees and >EUR
100m in total assets or net annual sales) are required to
include information on their environmental and social
performance, including all of the company’s subsidiaries,
in their annual report.3 The UK Bribery Act and the UK
Government’s Carbon Reduction Commitment Energy
Efficiency Scheme are also cited by GPs as drivers for
action.

In addition, there are various investor-led and self-regulatory
ESG initiatives (e.g. Principles of Responsible Investment
(PRI), ESG Disclosure Framework for Private Equity) which
are increasingly required practice by LPs, peers, and the
industry at large to stay competitive.

Handbook on Responsible Investment Across Asset Classes, Institute for Responsible Investment at the Boston College Center for Corporate Citizenship, 2007

2 PRI currently has over 130 LP signatories. Additionally, 40 LPs were involved in the drafting of the ESG Disclosure Framework for Private Equity. These are signals that the LP
community is increasingly seeking to adopt a more structured approach to managing ESG factors.
3 The Grenelle II Act, passed in 2012, is a governmental mandate in support of sustainability integrated reporting. The legislation requires companies to include information on their
environmental and social performance, including all of the company’s subsidiaries, in their annual report.
See http://www.capitalinstitute.org/sites/capitalinstitute.org/files/docs/Institut%20RSE%20The%20grenelle%20II%20Act%20in%20France%20June%202012.pdf

STEP 1: INTEGRATING ESG FACTORS
WITHIN A GP ORGANISATION
It is important for a GP to have an appropriate organisational
structure and culture in place, as this enables it to take
into account the full spectrum of ESG issues in its business
analysis. This could include:
■■

■■

■■

Commitment to ESG integration – a formal
commitment from the top of the organisation to
guarantee sustained institutional dedication and
resources; a person or team responsible for ESG
considerations with the relevant expertise; employees
educated on the rationale, strategy and practices for
integrating ESG; linking ESG objectives to employee
evaluation.
Setting ESG objectives – set and communicate
objectives for ESG integration; establish an operations
group or use consultants to monitor portfolio
companies.
Engage with stakeholders – engage with collaborative
initiatives; engage with LPs.

The guide suggests more specific practices5 which a GP
could utilise to integrate ESG considerations into the
due diligence, investment decision and agreement, and
ownership phases of the investment process:

DUE DILIGENCE
Screening
■■

compile a checklist to screen for high-level ESG risks

■■

establish an exclusion list for high-level checks

Company deep dive
■■

consider resource allocation for ESG due diligence

■■

use due diligence questions in industry toolkits

INVESTMENT DECISION
■■

■■

STEP 2: INTEGRATING ESG FACTORS
INTO THE INVESTMENT PROCESS
GPs could use the following general tips in developing and
deploying their framework:

■■

■■

■■

Align your framework for ESG integration with
existing tools and standards to ensure it is based on
international standards and good industry practices.
Ensure the investment team has access to ESG
expertise.
Be sensitive to regional differences which may influence
the due diligence process and the level of engagement
with portfolio companies during ownership.
Perform a “pilot run” of the framework for ESG
integration – trial it with the current portfolio and
use the results to “demystify” ESG factors for your
investment team.

ESG
ESG
ESG
5 Please note that this is a non-exhaustive list of suggested practices.
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include ESG findings from due diligence in the
investment memorandum

INVESTMENT AGREEMENT
■■

■■
■■

include ESG considerations as standard practice in
investment committee discussions

■■

■■

■■

share ESG objectives, policies and practices with
portfolio company
use templates from existing industry toolkits to
integrate ESG clauses into investment agreement
seek formal commitment from portfolio company by
incorporating ESG issues into the deal documents and/
or the 100 day plan
collaborate with portfolio company to draft 100 day
plan
formulate a roadmap with a 3-5 year horizon with clear
process benchmarks
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OWNERSHIP

PREPARATION OF THE GUIDE

Engagement

Over 50 GPs and LPs across the globe were interviewed
during the development of the guide and the guidance
points presented are reflective of current practice. It also
points to industry resources and case studies that cover a
range of geographies, investment strategies and GP sizes,
and highlights practices from GPs which are at different
stages of ESG integration.

■■

■■

■■

■■

collaborate with portfolio company to set up an ESG
programme
leverage portfolio company board to implement ESG
initiatives
leverage ESG expertise and experience across the
portfolio
conduct periodic site visits

Monitoring
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

define company specific or portfolio wide ESG
indicators
prioritise ESG issues and focus on the most important
issues in the short/medium term
ensure ESG considerations are consistently on the
portfolio company’s board agenda
provide portfolio company with tools to monitor and
measure ESG practices
collect information on ESG developments from portfolio
company and include in annual review
monitor ESG developments in internal review meetings

Reporting to LPs
■■

agree upon the form and frequency of reporting
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The PRI is an investor initiative in partnership with
UNEP Finance Initiative and the UN Global Compact.

United Nations Environment Programme Finance Initiative (UNEP FI)
UNEP FI is a unique partnership between the United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP) and the global financial sector. UNEP FI works closely with over 200
financial institutions that are signatories to the UNEP FI Statement on Sustainable
Development, and a range of partner organisations, to develop and promote linkages
between sustainability and financial performance. Through peer-to-peer networks,
research and training, UNEP FI carries out its mission to identify, promote, and realise
the adoption of best environmental and sustainability practice at all levels of financial
institution operations.
More information: www.unepfi.org

UN Global Compact
Launched in 2000, the United Nations Global Compact is a both a policy platform
and a practical framework for companies that are committed to sustainability and
responsible business practices. As a multi-stakeholder leadership initiative, it seeks
to align business operations and strategies with 10 universally accepted principles in
the areas of human rights, labour, environment and anti-corruption, and to catalyse
actions in support of broader UN goals. With 7,000 corporate signatories in 135
countries, it is the world’s largest voluntary corporate sustainability initiative.
More information: www.unglobalcompact.org

